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Proﬁle

Georgie Lever
18 Padgbury Lane, Congleton,
Cheshire, CW12 4LP
Email: georgie.lever@icloud.com
Tel: 07585 704528
Website: www.georgielever.com
Full UK driving license - Own Car
Education and qualiﬁcations

2020 - 2021
Manchester School of Art,
Manchester Metropolitan University
MA Interior Design with Distinction
2016-2019
Manchester School of Art,
Manchester Metropolitan University
BA(Hons) Interior Design (2:1)
2014-2016
Congleton High Sixth Form College
A-Levels
Product Design (B),
Business studies (B),
Law (D)
2009-2014
Congleton High School
9 GCSE’s (A-C):
Maths, English
Science
Product Design
Art and Design
Extended Project (Interior architecture) History
Spanish
Religious studies
Additional skills and achievements
Relevant Skills:

Experienced in using Adobe packages
Conﬁdent in Microsoft ofﬁce packages
Experienced in social media content and analysis
Confident in Vectorworks
Developing in AutoCAD and SketchUp
Recognition:

Student of the term Business Studies ( A level )
Student of the Term Law ( A level )
Student of the Term Product Design ( A level )
Picked for Macclesﬁeld Riding Club Dressage
team (2015 & 2016)

I am ambitious and driven with a creative mindset. I am a personable individual, experienced in working with people and clients. I have graduated from my
third year of University, and recently completed a Masters Degree with Distinction. I thrive when creating new concepts to solving problems, as well as being
able to come up with carefully considered ideas. I enjoy experiencing travel and cultures and I have visited most continental European destinations, the
US as well as spending time in Asia traveling across The Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. I spent time with a local family in Vietnam which I particularly
enjoyed, immersing myself in local culture.
Portfolio - https://georgielever.com/category/portfolio/

Work experience
2018-Current
Freelance Interior Design Work
Since graduating from my Undergraduate Degree, I have been commissioned to deliver several freelance interior design projects, REVIV’s new Global HQ,
residential redevelopments, concept designs for a new hospitality venue and planing for a secure distribution facility.
AND
2021 - Current
Junior Designer, Lifestyle Interiors
Working for a multi award winning show home interior design company, my role is responsible for creating unique luxury designs ensuring that reference is
made to the area in which the homes are located. This role has given me the opportunity to develop my AutoCAD stills, being one of only 3 designers in the
company to use AutoCAD, one of my key roles is to ensure all drawings are completed to a high standard, enabling designs to be delivered correctly from
concept to installation.
2018 - 2021
Genetics Executive, REVIV Genetics
Dealing with clients globally from the point of sale to processing and updating the client as to their order status. This role has allowed me to be able to gain
client liaison skills to ensure that clients are receiving a world class service from a global company, at all times. By having to contact laboratories and ensure
that orders are meeting the time-scale required, has enhanced my time management skills and given me a great exposure to working to deadlines. This role
has also taught me how to manage client expectations and deal with customers when there are unexpected delays.
2017-2018
Weekend Manager/Social Media Lead (UK), REVIV, Knutsford
Gaining a promotion from clinic assistant to weekend Manager gave me the opportunity to undertake more responsibility within the business. The role
consists of working with and managing a medical team to ensure that all protocols are followed, giving the customer a stress-free experience, whilst ensuring
the business is fully protected at all times. I was also given the responsibility of creating and posting all social media posts for UK ﬂagship locations. I work
closely with a design team based in the US and help format/create the required material. This has developed my IT and social media feed/content skills and
my analytical business response skills as I analyse previous posts and trafﬁc data to develop an in-tune content for future posting.
2017
Group Work , Unit X, Manchester School of Art, Manchester
Collaborative working was a great way to experience how you would work within industry. We created an exhibition responding to the brief of paper towns.
Working in a group of 6 meant that we could each use our personal strengths to create our ﬁnal exhibition. Delegating roles to each person meant that we
could be time efﬁcient to ensure we could ﬁnish all work for the given time line.
2015- 2016
Clinic Assistant, REVIV, Knutsford
As front of house I was the ﬁrst point of call to all clients, advising them on the best treatments to have after listening to their personal needs. This role gave
me the chance to gain good interaction and customer service skills, enhancing my conﬁdence levels. Working in a medical environment meant following
strict guidelines and protocols.
2014
Assistant, Arighi Bianchi, Macclesﬁeld
This role was a two-week voluntary intern-ship, in which I assisted the interiors department. From the role I was able to work with clients, giving me
experience of live customer interaction. The focus was to be understanding of the needs and desires of a wide range design requirements, being able to
adapt skills to give the customer a good experience, presenting selected options professionally.

Practice 2 - Interior Design (Masters Project)

Brief
Covid-19 forced so many people to work form home, leaving the once
bustling cities vacant. Working from home has now become a popular
way of working, with people proving they can be just as effective from
home as they are from an office environment. Whilst working from home
has its benefits, it doesn’t work for everyone. Designers and creators
don’t always have the space within their homes to be able to live and
work.
Artists/Designers, have throughout history always found a way to live
and work in the same place. From the artists in SoHo to Dutch designers
living and working in the same building. Which raised the question, why
do we need to live and work in separate places?
Creating a space similar to an artists in residence, but rather than one
person inhabiting the space creating a social working space in which
you can also live in. The idea of all working in one large open space
gives a greater opportunity of collaboration. A space for Entrepreneurs
/ Designers to set up a base from which to work, as well as living. Living
and breathing their work.
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Sections
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Visuals
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Locating the Interior (Masters Project)

Brief
Re-evaluate workplace design in the light of COVID-19.
With Lockdowns and Movement Control Orders forcing people to work
from home across the world, this brief asks you to investigate “what
happens to our workplaces now?’
Response to Brief
Since the pandemic relocated many people’s workspace to their home,
the need for an office has shifted and there is now a change in the
way of thinking about what the office can be used for. Employees now
have more control over where they wish their workplace to be and how
they want to design their working week in terms of location. Whilst it’s
proven working from home is effective and business doesn’t suffer from
employees working from home, social interaction is something many
people are missing.
For many travelling to work is not something they have missed whilst
working from home but the social side of being in the office and around
other people is something most people have missed. How can this be
solved? People don’t want to travel to work but do want the social side
of being in an office environment.
Working near home is a new concept that is becoming increasingly
popular. It gives people the opportunity to have a structure of going to a
workplace without a long commute. It’s a space for people to use within
the community as a base if working from home is not always suitable.
The space encourages collaboration and encounters, open working
spaces allows movement between work stations and the opportunity to
work collaboratively or alone.
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Schedule of Accommodation

1. The Vault

6

8

2. Reception
3. Snug

14

4. Coffee Bar

8

5. Social bench
6. Disabled toilets

9

15

10

7

7. The Hanger
8. Toilets
9. The Hatch
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12

11

6
12

5

10. Kitchen

3

4

2

11. The Huddle
12. Solitude Suites
13. Printing Facilities

8

1

14. The Box
15. The Link
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Floor plans

First Floor

Basement
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Floor plans

Mezzanine Level

First Floor
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Visuals
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Visuals
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Visuals and Section
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Freelance Work Since Graduating

REVIV New Clinic
REVIV is the global leader in IV therapy. Currently with over 90 clinics
across the world, they are opening their second clinic within Manchester
City Centre.
The Clinics are to have a clean aesthetic, demonstrating a strong brand
identity. The clinic needs to feel welcoming and bright.
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Floor plans

GEORGIE LEVER INTERIORS
Project:
REVIV Dg Sq

Client:
Reviv
Drawing No: 100015

Drawing Title: REVIV Dg Sq Plan A
Drawn By:
GL

Scale:

Date:

1:100 @A3

16th July 2021

Angle:
N/A
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Visuals
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Freelance Work Since Graduating

Project Lemon - Secure Facility
Tasked with designing a security solution for a secure distribution facility
for high value assets.
Working with a security firm to design a complete security solution for
their customers needs.
(Due to signing an NDA I’m unable to provide explicit details of this
project.)
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GEORGIE LEVER INTERIORS
Project:
Lemon

Client:
Burton Safes
Drawing No:

1000015

Drawing Title:
Lemon 2D Floor-plan (version 2)
Drawn By: Scale :
GL

1:100 @ A3

Date:
17th May 2021

Angle:
N/A
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Freelance Work Since Graduating

Reviv New Global HQ
REVIV is the leading Global Wellness Provider in Intravenous (IV) Vitamin
Infusions and Vitamin Booster Injections driven by a team of passionate
entrepreneurs and renowned medical experts.
With the business expanding so rapidly they wanted to create a global headquarters in which all departments could come together in one
space. The aim of this office was to embody their mission statement to
‘Inspire the world to live life beyond limits by revolutionising the wellness
industry.’
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Floor plans and Visual
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Finished Images
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Freelance Work since graduating (Floor plans/Sections)

Dave Ball - B

2D Bath

Drawn by: Geo

Georgie Lever Designs

Date: 26/07/20

1A

108 Buddulph Road - Garden
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Work since graduating (Concept Boards)
Georgie Lever Interiors

BCHB
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Final Major Project (Third Year Project)

Brief
A central point for Burberry to sell their garments. Giving them a location
that they can design, manufacture and sell all within one space. Bringing back the foundation of what they are, A British brand in which great
British manufacturing is the foundation, the passion and the essence of
everything they are today.
Response
Burberry at Littlewood’s is a fashion house for Burberry to design,
manufacture and sell all within the iconic Littlewood’s building in
Liverpool
Burberry is a brand that is known globally for it’s British heritage, yet
when you look into the brand today the British element now seems to
be only a part of their history. The only thing Burberry now manufacture
within the UK is their famous trench coat.
My idea came from the concept of brands being more honest about
what they are and their history, and most importantly how their history
influences them today.
On the Burberry website there is a quote that reads “A British brand in
which great British manufacturing is the foundation, the passion and
the essence of everything we are today.” I didn’t feel as though this
quote truly represented the brand today since they make the majority of
their garments in other countries. From learning this I came up with the
concept of creating a fashion house for the brand in which they could
design, manufacture and sell all within one space, bringing back their
British heritage and British identity.
The idea being that the customer can see the entire process which brings
back the concept of the brand being more honest about what they are
and allowing people to learn more about them and their history.
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Sections and Elevation
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Visuals
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Plans

Fifth Floor

First Floor

Third Floor

Fourth Floor

Ground Floor

Second Floor
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Detailing

Top View
Scale 1:10

5

4

Right Isometric
Scale 1:20

3
2

Left Side View
Scale 1:20

Top View
Scale 1:20

6

3D View
Scale 1:10

7

Side View
Scale 1:10

8

Front View
Scale 1:10

Project
Burberry at Littlewoods
Drawing Title
Hanger With 3 Sided Gondola
Scale
Multiple Scales

Date Created
5th May 2019

Drawing Number
02

1

Front View
Scale 1:20

Drawn By
Georgina Lever
First Floor
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UNIT X (Third Year Project)

Cook With

Brief
The Co-Op
Your brief is to deliver a defined service area (zone) for three
different sizes of store with different types of customer missions and
demographics.
Response to Brief
Cook with Co-Op. Offering a fast track service of fresh ingredients, with
different daily recipes to create healthy meals.
The idea of having all the food you need to make a certain meal all in
one place so that it is more ‘convenient’ for the customers whilst at the
sometime encouraging people to eat healthy fresh meals.
Using the Subway type model of going down a line with all the different
ingredients that you would need to make a meal. Making the shopping
experience quick and efficient for those customers that are always on the
go. It also encourages those that think cooking if difficult an option to
easily buy all the ingredients to make one meal and a recipe
For the bigger stores or stores with outdoor space there can also be the
opportunity to have live cooking demonstrations and a interactive way
of getting the community together to learn how to cook. This is a way of
being able to educate people of the ease of being able to cook healthy
food.
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Visuals

Left side

Back

Right side
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User journey
The ready to eat customer

2
Eat with Co-op

Take out with Co-op

1

As the customer enters the store they
will be able to see what the meal of
the day,which will be displayed on
the electronic screen at the side of the
stand. They can then order that meal
with the chef on the stand.

The customer can then sit in the store either
at the cooking station or the bench at the side
of the stand to eat the meal. Alternatively the
customer can take the meal away.

The Cook with Co-op customer

Cook with Co-op

1

As the customer enters the store they
will be able to see what the meal of
the day,which will be displayed on the
electronic screen at the side of the stand.

2

The customer can then pick all the
ingredients for that meal from the shelf on
the side of the stand. Saving the customer
from having to go around the store to find
all the ingredients.

3

Finally the customer can use the tills placed next to
the shelves so that they can quickly and easily get
everything they need and pay, without having to
queue with all the other customers.
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ID3 Specifics (Second Year Project)

Brief
Inspired by the collections at the Entomology Department and considering it’s function and those who occupy it, you are asked to create a stand
alone environment to educate and promote all things entomo.........

Response to brief
Eu-social insects are those insects that live in a colony with only some
individuals capable of reproducing. Usually there is a division of labour
with different individuals undertaking different roles, such as defence or
foraging.
The theory behind Eu-social insects can be used with humans and how
they work together. Good Eu-social colonies ‘can divide chores in a
manner that ensures everything gets done expeditiously.’
When looking into how Entomologists can work together more this
theory of ‘dividing chores’ could mean that more research can be done in
less time giving them more time to look into other specimens whilst they
are using the space.
From research I have discovered that there isn’t a space dedicated to
entomologists. All there conferences and research is done in universities
that have an entomology department. What this design proposes is
a central space for them to come together and share their findings.
Creating a central location for researchers to together and share their
research and findings. This can be a place where conferences can be
held, as well as a valuable research space with all the correct equipment.

Ento-Social Centre
Old Corner house cinema,
Whitworth St West
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Floor Plans

Second Floor

First Floor

Ground Floor

Lower Ground Floor
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Visuals
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